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1. [6 marks] (Diffie-Hellman protocol) Consider that Alice and Bob are conducting Diffie-Hellman
protocol to come up a secret key. They agree to usep = 19 andg = 2.

(a) [2 marks] If Alice picks x = 2, what is the set of secret keys that can be generated?

(b) [2 marks] If Bob picksy = 3, what is the set of secret keys that can be generated?

(c) [2 marks] Based on (a) and (b), what are the possible final secret keys?

2. [6 marks] (A slightly different DH protocol) Another Diffie-Hellman protocol variant is to allow
one side to completely determine the shared key. The first fewsteps are depicted as follows. What
should Bob do in the last step in order to derive the same key chosen by Alice?

(a) Alice randomly selects a large integerx and computek = gx mod p.

(b) Bob randomly selects a large integery and sends AliceY = gy mod p.

(c) Alice sends BobX = Y x mod p.

(d) Bob ?

3. [6 marks] (Attacking the Diffie-Hellman exchange) In this question weconsider an active attack
on the Diffie-Hellman exchange. Before Eve launches this attack, she has to understand certain ele-
mentary properties about the multiplicative group modulo prime. In the last question, we have already
proved that 1 andp− 1 are the only elements inZ∗

p that their multiplicative inverses are themselves.

(a) [3 marks] Consider thatp is a safe prime. That is,p = 2q + 1, whereq is prime, andg
is a generator forZ∗

p. Show thatgq ≡ p − 1(mod p). You may start with the property that
gp−1 mod p = 1.

(b) [3 marks] Now consider the attack. Alice and Bob exchangegx mod p and gy mod p.
Eve intercepts the messages and changes them to(gx)q mod p and(gy)q mod p, respectively.
What is the result of this attack?

4. [6 marks] (Mutual authentication) Consider the following mutual authentication protocol whereA
andB conduct a Diffie-Hellman protocol to come upKAB = gxy mod p. A andB have agreed on a
multiplicative groupZ∗

p, and they pick their random numbersx andy from Z
∗

p, respectively. Assume
that each side can authenticate the other based on digital signatures, andSigA() andSigB() denote
A’s andB’s signatures, respectively. The signatures are also encrypted byKAB.
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1. A → B : A,B, gx mod p

2. B → A : B,A, gy mod p, {SigB(g
y mod p, gx mod p)}KAB

3. A → B : A,B, {SigA(g
x mod p, gy mod p)}KAB

Unfortunately, this protocol is also vulnerable to impersonation attack. Consider thatA’s first protocol
message sent toB is intercepted by an attackerC, and subsequentlyC could complete the protocol
with A successfully. The notationCB refers toC claiming to beB. Fill in the missing steps below.

1. A → CB : A,B, gx mod p

1’. C → B : ?

2’. B → C : ?

2. CB → A : B,A, gy mod p, {SigB(g
y mod p, gx mod p)}KAB

3. A → CB : A,B, {SigA(g
x mod p, gy mod p)}KAB

5. [6 marks] (Authenticated key exchange) Consider the following authenticated key exchange pro-
tocol betweenA andB. Assume that each side can authenticate the other based on digital signatures,
andSigA() andSigB() denoteA’s andB’s signatures, respectively. In step 1,A generates a pair of
RSA private and public keys, and sends the public keyKp toB. EKp() is encryption using the public
keyKp, KAB is the session key chosen byB, andNA isA’s nonce.

1. A → B : Kp, NA, SigA(Kp, B)

2. B → A : EKp(KAB), SigB(h(KAB), A,NA)

(a) [2 marks] What is the purpose of generating a pair of RSA keys in step 1?

(b) [2 marks] What is the purpose of using a hash functionh() in step 2?

(c) [2 marks] As soon asA receives the message fromB, A will destroy the RSA key pair.
In this case, will this protocol achieve forward perfect secrecy if A’s or B’s key for signing is
known to an attacker?

6. [6 marks] (One-way authentication) Consider the following protocolfor A to authenticateB using
public-key signature.NA is a nonce selected byA, andSIGB(NA) is B’s signature overNA.

(1) A → B : NA

(2) B → A : SIGB(NA)

Like many other protocols that you have seen before, this onesuffers from an impersonation attack.
Consider thatC impersonatesB by creating two sessions: one withA and the other withB. Fill in
the missing messages below and explain your answer. The notation CB refers toC claiming to beB.

(1) A → CB : NA

(1’) C → B : ?

(2’) B → C : ?

(2) CB → A : ?
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